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Saving Time & Costs Using Cloud Native,  
Well-architected & Framework-based Environments
Global Financial Services Company works with AWS Partner Technologent to Drive 
Efficiency, Increase Automation, and Expand Use.

COMPANY: Global Financial 
Services Company 

INDUSTRY: Global Financial 
Services 

COUNTRY: United States 

EMPLOYEES: 12000

ABOUT GLOBAL FINANCIAL 
SERVICES COMPANY: 
The Global Financial Services 
Company is a global financial 
services company which builds and 
offers easy-to-use products and 
services that bridge digital and 
physical to give customers choice, 
security, and reliability, no matter 
where they are across the globe.

BENEFITS:
• Modernized existing applications 

in AWS

• Migrated and transformed on-
prem applications into AWS

• Established process for 
deploying new appliations into 
AWS

• Increased automation around 
AWS deployments and day 2 
operations

AWS SERVICES USED:
Architecting on AWS

Developing on AWS

DevOps Engineering on AWS

Security Engineering on AWS

Global Financial Services Company has been moving an increasing 
number of its applications and services to the cloud and was looking to 
add additional automation capability in deployments as well as optimized 
architectures.  Application stacks from previous AWS migrations needed 
to be modernized and optimized and Global Financial Services Company 
was looking to create additional automation in provisioning and day 2 
application component modifications.  Global Financial Services Company 
worked with Technologent to create automation around new application 
component design and deployment to enable both new application 
deployments and modernized existing application stacks.

Providing Automation and AWS WAFs to Optimize AWS Services

A Global Financial Services Company works to help aspiring people 
and businesses around the world save, spend, and transfer money— 
empowering more prosperous financial futures for their family, friends, 
and communities across borders.  The company seeks to use digital 
solutions in its mission to transform and improve the lives of its customers.  
In 2019, the company wanted to expand and optimize its use of AWS to 
provide the application platforms and reach of their applications globally.

The Global Financial Services Company wanted an IT partner that had 
experience in transforming applications during re-deployment into an 
AWS environment as well as capability to automate and standardize 
those deployments.  Together, the Global Financial Services Company 
and Technologent identified applications and application components for 
optimizing in AWS as well as applications to be newly deployed in AWS.

Saving Time and Costs Using Cloud Native, Well Architected Framework 
based Environments

One of the primary critical services implemented and automated (menu-
driven) was API Gateway.  This service is used in many of the Global 
Financial Services Company application deployments and therefore was 
critical to gain ease of use and widespread deployment capabilities across 
multiple business groups.  In addition, it was critical to create a standard 
deployment model with appropriate governance including use of tags, as 
well as the ability to modify the API Gateways in an operational mode.
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https://aws.amazon.com/training/classroom/architecting-on-aws/
https://aws.amazon.com/training/classroom/developing-on-aws/
https://aws.amazon.com/training/classroom/devops-engineering-on-aws/
https://aws.amazon.com/training/classroom/security-engineering-on-aws/
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Standardization of tagging and structure for existing 
applications was another key use case, as the ability 
to have well established governance provided the 
visibility into the cost and performance metrics 
further allowing the Global Financial Services 
Company to better manage the operation of various 
application stacks.

“Both our internal and external 
clients benefit from our expanded 
use of AWS solutions.”  
—Vice President of Cloud Strategy, Architecture,  
    and Engineering

Using AWS to Further Optimize Global Financial 
Services Companys Operations and Offerings

The Global Financial Services Company plans to 
continue to leverage AWS Cloud Services to optimize 
the operating environments for its applications as 
well as developing new and innovative offerings for 
its customer base.  The Global Financial Services 
Company firmly believes leveraging AWS allows 
them to continue to offer premium financial services 
globally and in addition provides a platform 
that allows them to rapidly create and launch 
applications to reach new and existing customers in 
a differentiated manner. 
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